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Translations
and scalings defined on the Schwartz space of tempered distributions
induce continuous
transformations
on the space of white noise test functionals
[25]. Continuity
of the induced transformations with respect to their parameters
is proved. As a consequence
one obtains a direct simple proof of
the fact that the space of white noise test functionals
is infinitely differentiable
in Frechet sense. Moreover,
it is shown that the Wiener semigroup acts as a mollifier on the space of test functionals.
white noise analysis
* test functional

* affine transformation

* Wiener semigroup

* Frechet

derivative

* Hida distribution

1. Introduction

Consider

the probability

space (Y’(R), 678,p) of white noise:

Y’(R) is the Schwartz

space of tempered
distributions,
3 its weak Bore1 algebra, and p the centered
Gaussian measure whose covariance
is given by the scalar product of L’(R) (with
Lebesgue measure).
Let (L’) be the space of (complex-valued)
square integrable
random variables,
(Y) the space of white noise test functionals,
(see below). The Gel’fand triple

and (Y)* the space of Hida distributions

(y)* = (L2) =(Y),
has been studied in a number of articles: we refer the reader to [9, 11, 13, 14, 15,
18, 19, 21, 23, 251 and the references quoted there. Hida distributions
have applications in various domains: in quantum theory [ 1,4, lo], in the theory of (anticipating)
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stochastic

differential

equations

[2, 201, and in other fields (cf., e.g., the articles

equations

[ 171, in the theory

of stochastic

partial

differential

in [S]).

Let y E Y(R), A E R. Consider the mappings X-X fy, X-AX, x E Y(R), on Y(R).
In [25] it was shown that these mappings induce continuous
transformations
from
(9) into itself:
ry : (P++(P(
. +Y),

(1.1)

a, : ‘PH(P(A.).

(1.2)

Here cp( .+y) and cp(A.) stand for the p-classes of (p( .+v) and @(A.), where (p is
the pointwise defined, strongly continuous
version of cpE (Y) (cf. [l, 151). Moreover,
some interesting
consequences
of these continuities
for those measures which are
represented
in (9)” (cf. [30] and [23,24]) have been worked out in [25], and in [28].
In the present paper we establish the (strong) continuity
of the mappings YHT~(P,
A++~~,cp, where cpE (9’). As a consequence
we obtain the following two results:
(1) the space (9’) is C” with respect to Frechet differentiation,
the Frtchet
derivative being given by the Hida derivative (Theorem 4.1);
(2) the Wiener semigroup acts as a mollifier on (9): it maps an element cpE (9)
(which is a p-class) into a pointwise defined, smooth function on Y(W) and converges
pointwise and uniformly
on bounded
sets to (p as the variance parameter
of the
Wiener semigroup tends to zero (Theorem 5.3).
The organization
of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we provide a quick
review of the necessary ingredients
of white noise analysis. Section 3 contains the
proof of the above mentioned
continuity
results. In Section 4 we prove the Frechet
differentiability
of the white noise test functionals,
while Section 5 contains the
proof of the mollifier property of the Wiener semigroup acting on (9’).

2. White noise analysis
Consider
the Wiener-It6
decomposition
of (L’) (e.g., [6]): every p E (L
one-to-one correspondence
with a sequence (f("I,
n E N,,)
of elements f (‘) in
where ^ means symmetrization,
and

II+;;”

4f(WW”).

(2.1)

In order to give a concrete realization
of cp in terms of the sequence (f’“‘, n E No),
we shall now recall the definition
of Wick-orderesstributions.
Let x E Y’(R).
Define by recursion the following distributions
in Y’(R”), n E N,:
:xoo. - 1
.
2

(2.2a)

:xo1. _
. x,

(2.2b)

:x ~i(n+l):=:X~)n:~x_n:xO’“~“:~Tr,

(2.2c)
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where Tr is the following
(Tr, f’“‘) =

distribution

fC2’( t, t) dt,
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in Y%),
f”’ E sP(R’).

Then we have that p-a.e.
p(x) = f
n=”

(:x0”:, f’“‘),

x

E

Y’(R),

where the dual pairings are to be understood
Later on we shall make use of the following
we set

(2.3)
in (L2)-sense.
transformation

on (L2): for 5 E Y(R)

(2.4)
By the translation

formula

for the Gaussian

measure

/.L (e.g., [16]) we have

cp(x):e’“,“: dp(x),

Yqo([) =

(2.5)

I
with the notation
:e(x.5): = ,cG,-lrl:/2

3

where 1. I2 is the norm of L*(R). It is easy to verify that for cpE (L2) given as in (2.3)
we have
Yq(5)=

;
n=O

f’“‘(~)&~“(u)

du.

Let A be a closable operator on L’(R). Its second
be defined (on a suitable domain) by
T(A)p(x)

(2.6)

i R”

= ij (:xSn:,

quantization

T(A)

on (L’) can

A@‘f’“‘)

n=O

(cf., e.g., [3,22]).

In particular,

if A is self-adjoint

with 9’(R) c 9(A)

then T(A)

is

essentially
self-adjoint
on the algebra 9’ generated by the random variables X, =
( *, f), [E Y(R) (which forms a dense subspace of (L*)). From now on we make the
special choice that A is the self-adjoint
extension of the operator given on Y(R) by
A = -(d2/dU2) + (1+ u’), and we shall denote the self-adjoint
extension off (A) on
(L2) by the same symbol. Note that infspec T(A) = 1. Therefore we may consider
the following family of norms 11* jj2,p, p E R,, on 9:
IIcpll2,p = Il~(W~ll2,

cp E 9’.

By (Y),,, p E R,, we denote the completion
of P under 11.))2,p,by (9) the projective
limit of the family {(.Y),: p E tY,>. (Y)* is by definition the dual of (9). Elements
in (9) are called white noise test function&,
while those in (9’)* are called Hida
distributions.

H.-H. Kuo et al. / White noise functionah
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The spaces

(9)

and (Y)* have been

investigated

and applied

in a number

of

articles (see [18, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 291 and the references quoted there).
Let us recall that (Y) is a nuclear FrCchet algebra [lo, 13, 14, 25, 301 whose
elements

cp admit a pointwise

more, the operators
on (.Y) [25].

defined,

strongly

continuous

T”, uA, y E Y”(R), A E R, mentioned

In [12, 301 it was proved

that

positive

Hida

version
in Section

distributions

(p [ 1, 151. Further1 act continuously
are measures

on

(sP’(rW), 8). Therefore it is interesting
to establish a criterion that implies that a
measure on (Y’([w), 6%‘)has a representation
by a positive Hida distribution.
This
has been done in [23] where (Y)* has been characterized
in terms of analytic
properties
of the .!Y- and the Fourier (-Gauss)
transform
of its elements (cf. also
below). Concerning
the question of representation
of measures on (Y(lR), 3) this
result provides a criterion which is formulated in terms of the characteristic
function
of the measure in question. Roughly speaking, the characteristic
function has to be
ray entire on P’(R), and of order 2, uniformly
on the set {[E Y(Iw): IAP&~ 1) for
some p EN,. The result of [23] has been sharpened
in [27].
The space (9) can be characterized
similarly [ll, 18, 271. Moreover, there is
another characterization
of (.Y)* through analytic properties
of the Y-transform
given by Lee in [19].
We remark that for all z E C, [E Y(W), the function (more precisely its p-class)
exp(z( *, 5)) belongs to (9). Therefore we may extend the Y transform to (Y’)* as
follows:
Y@(t)=(6,

:e“,<‘:).

In [21] it was shown
so that

(2.7)

that for all @, !P E (.Y’)* there is an element

@ 0 !P E (Y)*

Y@oP=,Y@*Yly.

(2.8)

@ 0 !P is called the Wick product of @ and q.
We conclude

this section

with a sketch

(.!Y)* (cf. [25, 71).
Let y E .Y’(lR) and denote by
direction
y. For example, all
direction y E Y(W). In [25] this
is a continuous
extension
of
Therefore (9) is C” in every
that in [25] the Taylor formula
T~(P(x) = exp Q(p(x),

of the differential

calculus

on (9)

and

D_” the Ggteaux derivative of functions on Y’(R) in
functions
in 6P are Gsteaux
differentiable
in any
has been extended to (9): for every y E Y’([w) there
0, acting on (9) (denoted
by the same symbol).
direction of Y’(R). Moreover, we want to mention
was established
for rY(p,
p-a.e.

x E Y(rW).

Let us consider the special choice y = S,, t E R, where S, is the Dirac distribution
concentrated
at t E R. In this case we denote D8, = a, and call a, Hida derivative.
Furthermore,
we define for cpE (Y),
Vp(t,x)=a,p(x),

tE[W,

p-a.e.

XEY([W).

H.-H. Kuo et al. / White noise functionals

It is easy to check that VP E .Y(R)O(P’)
for every k E N. Moreover,
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and more generally

we have the formula

Vk : (.!Y’)+ &?)o(y)

[25],

Qcp = (Y, Vcp>,
where the pairing

(2.9)

is the one between

that we call Vq the gradient

Y’(R) and Y(R).

The last equation

justifies

O~CJJ.

Let D-z, y E Y(R), denote the dual of 0,. It is not hard to see that if y E Y(R),
D_$ maps (9) into itself. In view of (2.9) this implies that we may consider V as a
mxping
from (Y’)* into Y(R)@(S)*,
or more generally for every ke N, Vk: (Y)*+
Y(lRk)o(.Y)*.

3. Continuity of affine transformations
In this section we establish the continuity
R into (Y). For fixed cpE (Y),
JJwr,(P = cp(.+Y),
h++u,+Cp= cp(A.),

of the following

mappings

of P”(R) and

YE WR),

(3.1)

A E R.

(3.2)

Here and in the following we consider Y’(R) as equipped with the strong topology.
First we recall two formulae which have been proved in [25].
Lemma 3.1. Let x, y E Y(R),

A E R, n EN. Then
(3.3)

:(Ax)

(2k-1)!!(1-A~2)k:xO(n-2k):

&Ok.

0

(3.4)

From now on we shall denote by 1. 12,_r E R, the norm on Y(lR”), n EN, given by
I(A@“)‘* 12, and where the last norm is the one of L’(R”). Note that the family of
Schwartz space norms is equivalent
to the family (1. lz,p, p E N,}, and that consequently Y’(R”) (as a set) is the union of the spaces .!YP(R”), p E NO, where Y,(lR”),
r E R, denotes the completion
of Y(R”) under 1. /2,r (cf., e.g., [26]). Moreover, the
strong topology on Y’(lR”) is equivalent to the inductive limit topology of the chain
YP,W),

PE&l.

Lemma 3.2. Let y, z E Y(R),

cpE (9).

IIVP -Tz’pl12,p =z IY -42,-qll(PI12,so
where q ap

is such that y, z E Y_,(R).

For every p 2 0 there exist s, r 2 0 so that
-r2pr(1

+lY12,py”

14-,H2)-‘~

(3.5)

H.-H. Kuo et al. / White noisefunctionals
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Proof.

Denote by (f’“‘;

n E NO) the chaos decomposition

of cp.Note that by construc-

tion of (Y), for every p E R,
m

By Lemma

3.1 we have

so that
;
n=O

k=O

(:X@k:,(y@(n+k)-

PPk),

f’“‘)).

0

Therefore

IIT?‘p
- 7s ll2.P
s
Now estimate

(k!)l/21(AOk)p(yO’“~k’

_

Z@(npk),

f(“))l2.

as follows:

I(,+3k)p(yO(npk)

_

#X+k),

f(n))j2c

I(Amqy)W-k)

“(n-k)p

have set p = Iy12,_ v Iz[~,_~. Thus

where

we

obtain

the following

_

(A-qZ)O(n~k)121f(n)12.y

npkm’lY -

by choosing

Z12,JP%,q,

s, r>O

large enough

we

estimation:
(k!)“‘(n

- k)pnPk-‘lf’“‘l

2.Y

cc

G ly - z12,_q 1 (n !)“*lp12
It=,

,2_‘“( 1+ py’)

sz IY-z12.-qll~I12.r(
f, z-““(l+p)““~l))“-.
Here we made use of the fact that the operator norm of A-“, (Y 3 0, is equal to 2-“.
It is clear that we obtain (3.5) from the last inequality.
q
As an immediate
Theorem
Y’(R)

consequence

3.3. For every cp E (9)

into (Y).

we have
the mapping

YHT~.(P, y E Y’(R),

is continuous

from

Cl

Next we want to present another
formulae of [25]. As a preparation

proof of Theorem 3.3 which makes use of some
we quote the following result from [21].

H.-H. Kuo et al. 1 White noise functionals

Lemma 3.4. Let CD,P E (Y)*.

Then we have for @ 0 !P E (Y)*

ll~ll2,P+1/*llly.ll2,p+1/2~

lI@o%+

PER.
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the following

inequality:

0

(3.6)

Lemma 3.5. Let y, 2 E Y(R), cpE (9). Set p = IyJ2,pq v JzJZ,pyfor q sujtG3entZy large so
that y, z E Y-4(R).
Then for euery p E [w,
11~~ - T~(PII~,~G IY -~12,~yll~l12,pvq+1~2 ep2’2.
Proof. Note
following

that by Corollary

formula

2.8 in [25], we have that

(3.7)
for every

@E (Y)* the

holds:

(0, 7y(P-7,(P)=(~o(E,,-E,),

cp),

where E,, XE Y’(R), is determined
by YE,([)
x E Y,(R) implies that E, E (.Y),, u E R.
Let r=pvq+i.
Then

Note

that

It is clear that Lemma 3.5 provides another proof of Theorem 3.3.
Next we turn our attention to the scaling transformation
u,. First we prepare
following result whose proof is elementary
and therefore omitted.

the

II VP - Tz(P 112.P
=

,,(,,;y&

=, Im
2. I’

= sup k@o(E,,

0

- Z),

= exp((x, [>), 5~ 9’(R).

TdP - w)I

cp)l

G~;P

Il~o(E,,-~~)ll,,-~llcpll,,~

d sup

II @l12,-r+1,* 114 - Ell2,-r+1,211~

*

1127

zs llE,,-Ezll2,~,llcpll2,r.

It remains

to estimate

=
to finish the proof.

0

Lemma 3.6. Let n, kEN,,,
IA

:n4k)(h:

ly - z1:,_,&,

ks

[in], and A,, A?ELQ. Then

_ l)k _ *:“-2”’ (AS-l)kl~nlA,-h21(l+th2)‘““/2,

where A = /A,[ v 1~~1. q

H.-H. Kuo et al. / Whiie noise functionals
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Lemma 3.7. Let ,I~, h2 E [w, p E (9).

For every p E R there exists q E R so that

II~~,cp-~*,,cpII2,,~~*I~~-~2llIcpII*,,~
where Kh > 0 is a constant depending

Proof. Without
for cpE (9)

(3.8)

only on A.

we may assume that p > a. By Lemma 3.1 we have

loss of generality

with chaos decomposition

given by (f’“‘:

n EN,),

(2k - l)!!(:~@‘“~‘~‘:,

The factor in [ * ] will be denoted

by ~,,~(h,,

(TrBk, f’“‘))

A,). Then

(2k-1)!!(+2k)!)“*y,,(A,,A,)
@(n-*k))P(Tr@k,

. ItA
Note that ((n -2k)!)“*(2k<CO, for p > a. This implies

l)!!~ (n!)1’2.
the following

f(nl)12_

It is easy to see that ITr12,_, = IIA-2pIIH.S.
estimate:

f’“‘>12
s If(n)12,pllAm2P
IIh,s,
ID@(n-2k))p(Tr@k,
(cf. also [25, proof of Theorem

2.111, correcting

a mistake

there).

Using Lemma

3.6

we Iind

Lr

<]A,-A,/
Choose

c

(n!)“2n(l+A2)‘“-‘)‘2

q 2 p large enough.

(1 + IlAp2” II k3’1f(n)12,,7.

Then

Ila,,cp -~~hz~l12,p s K,lA, -A21 nt,, (n9L’22-‘lf(“)12.y
zz K,lAl 421 1l’~llz,y.
This concludes

the proof.

0

We remark in passing that one can estimate
as in our second proof of Theorem 3.2.
We have proved the following result.

/Ia,,,cp - a,,~ ((2,Palso in a similar

Theorem 3.8. For every cpE (9) the mapping AH~,+P is continuousfrom

R into (9).

way

0

We conclude this section by indicating a consequence
for measures on (Y’(R), 6%)
which are represented
by a Hida distribution.
Assume that v is a measure on

H.-H. Kuo

(Y’(R), 33) whose

characteristic

Then there exists du/dp

Set u,,v(E)

= v(h-‘E),

(P’)*, too. Theorem

93
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function

is a U-functional

E (P’)* so that for all cpE (9)

in the sense

of [23].

we have

A # 0, E E 9% By [25, Theorem

2.121, we have that dvA/dp

E

3.8 implies:

Corollary 3.9. The family

of measures uA,v, A E R, h # 0, is weakly continuous

on (Y’).

0
We expect

that Corollary

of large deviations

within

3.9 will be important

4. FrCchet differentiability
In this section
theorem.

for a formulation

of the theory

white noise analysis.

of test functionals

we apply the continuity

result of Section

3 to establish

the following

Theorem 4.1. Every element cp in (9’) is p-a.e.

injinitely often Fr.?chet diflerentiable,
I\
its Fre’chet derivative of order k being given by Vhq E .Y(Rk)@(9’).
In particular, the
pointwise defined version (p of p is everywhere C” in Frkhet sense.
Remark. This theorem
a direct proof below.

follows

also from the results

Proof. For notational
simplicity, let us identify
version. Fix x, Y E P”(R), and let h E R. Set
&y(A):=
Because
that &

in [19]. We are going to give

cpE (9)

with its pointwise

defined

c~(x+Ay).

cp is everywhere
is differentiable

Gsteaux differentiable
and that

4:,,,(A) = (Q~)(x+AY)

in direction

Y, we see immediately

= (~,~~QP)(YL

Note that the results in [25] imply that 7&q is the continuous
version of an element
in (9). Therefore Theorem 3.8 implies that 4:,y is continuous.
Moreover, we have
I
cp(X-tY)-p(x)=

I0

4:,,(A)

d&

and by (2.9),
cp(x+Y)-V(X)-(Y,Vcp(x))=

‘(Y,V~(x+AY)-V~(x))dh.

94
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Y is in sC~,,(R) for some p’l$,.
Assume that it tends to zero in K,(R)
tends to zero in the strong topology of 9”(R)). Estimate as follows:
~~(x+~)-~(x)-(~,Vrp(x))~~~~~~,-p

(so that it

Jo’ IWx+Ay)-b(~)1>,~
4YLp

d/i

IPP(x+~Y)-b(x)I*,~.

A$),

We write
Ivdx+~Y)-wx)l,,~

= zsFy,t;w_
_, kb(~+A~)-bb))l
. .I’=su~l(~=~)(x+h~)-(D,cp)(x)l
= sup I@x, ~Al’R(P - Qcp)l,

where 6, E (9)* is evaluation
at x E 9”(R): (S,, ti) = G(x), $ E (y). Note that
(Y)_, for some r E R, (e.g., [15]). Applying Lemma 3.5 we find the bound
~V~(x+~~)-V~(x)l~,,~~Ivl~,~~ll~~ll~,~~
for some r’E R,.

Inequality

e ‘KJ2

6, E

sup /D,cp ]12,/)

(3.18) of [25] implies

IIQcp
lLv,~const
. I&-,IIcp
IL,~,
r”E R,.

for some
lYl2.d~

Therefore

we have

b~(x+A~)-b(xh,,/=
where

altogether

proved

that

for YE sP’(R) with

1,

C, is a constant

C,hlyl,,-,IIcpII,,,..,

depending

only on x E 9”(R).

Hence

it follows

that

lcp~~+Y~-cp~~~-~Y,~~~~~~l~~~lYl:,-,llcpIl2,~~~.
Thus we have proved that cp has Frechet derivative
we may now use induction
to obtain the statement

5. The Wiener semigroup

Vq. Since 09 E 9’(R)@(9)
•i
of the theorem.

[251

as a mollifier

In this section we consider the Wiener semigroup acting on (9).
We begin with the following remark. For t 3 0, x E 9”(W), cp E (y),

we have

UJi~x’p E (Y),
and
(ofi%(

= ( 7x(p)5(&y)

= ci;(Jiy+x).

Thus we may define

(P&p)(x) := (1, ‘TJWP),

(5.1)

H.-H. Kuo et al. / White noise functionah

and it is clear that we obtain

p,cp(x)=

where

p,,,

for t > 0,

(u,/i~x,rp)(~)
+b)

is the Gaussian

95

measure

=

G(~~Y+x)&-4y)

=

G(Y)

(5.2)

d/-+(y),

on (Y’(R), 9,) with mean

x and covariance

operator
t-Id. The family {P,: t E R,} is called Wiener semigroup (cf. [5]). For a
discussion of the semigroup property we also refer to the end of this section.
Using Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.11 in [25] we may also represent P, as follows.
p,,, is represented
by a Hida distribution
dp,,,/dp
E (9)*, and we can write (t > 0,
x E Y’(R))

(P&J)(x)=

(F,P >

(5.3)

By Theorem 2.11 in [25], which states the continuity
of a, as an operator
and by Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.8, we obtain the following result.
Theorem

5.1. For every cp E (Y),

on (Y),

the mapping

(t, x)-P@(X)
is continuous from

[0, Co) X Y’(R)

into @.

Let t > 0. We can say more about
Lemma

5.2. For every cp in (Y),

Ga^teaux sense)
Proof.

P,cp(x) as a function

t>O,

the function

of x E Y’(R):

x-P,cp(x)

on Y’(R)

is C”

(in

in every direction of Y’(W).

Let cpE (.Y’), 6, n E Y(R). Consider
Yq~([)-Yq(n)

Denote

0

& = A(+

= (:e(..F): -:e”,?):,

cp)

(1 - A)q. It is straightforward

to check that for every p E No,

Thus for every cpE (.Y), Y’p extends to a strongly continuous
mapping on Y’(R).
Moreover, it follows from the results in [18] that .Y~Yis ray entire, which in turn
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implies

that (the extended

direction

map) 9’9 is Ggteaux

(cf. also Proposition

differentiable

to every order in every

2.3 in [23]). Now we may write (I > 0)

P@(X) = 9(UJ#)(t-“2X).
Thus x++P,(o(x)

is infinitely

Next we investigate

often GSteaux

the behaviour

differentiable

El

of P,rp as t tends to zero.

By Theorem 3.8 we know that as t+O, a_/?$ converges
*
p-class r+(O)] of 4(O). Therefore we have
‘rl+$, (T,iT&) =(l,

in every direction.

in (Y) to a&

i.e., to the

[4(x)1),

and hence

the convergence
being
continuous
on bounded

uniform on bounded
sets [IS]>.

sets of S’(R) (since

4 is uniformly

Theorem 5.3. 7%e Wiener semigroup maps cpE (9) into a pointwise dejinedfunction
x-P,cp(x)
on Y’(R), which is infinitely often diflerentiable (in G&eaux sense) in every
direction. As t fends to zero, P,cp(x) converges pointwise (uniformly on bounded sets)
to s;;(x).
Let us give a second simple proof of Theorem
through a positive sequence.

5.3 for the case that f tends to zero

Second proof of Theorem 5.3 (sequential
case). Let us show that for every x E Y(R),
d~,,_Jd~ + 6, strongly in (Y)” as f tends to zero.
Compute the Y-transform
of dp,,,/dp:
let .$E Y(R) then

Obviously,
Yfdp,,Y/dp)(e)
converges to :exp((x, 5)): as t-+0. But this expression
is the Y-transform
of 6,. Theorem 2.7 in 1231 implies then that dpt,X/dtr. -+ 6, strongly
in (Y)* as t-+0.
El
We conclude this paper with a remark on the semigroup property of the family
{P,: tER+}.
It was shown in [29] that for ?rpE (Y), P8p is a version of an element [P,p] in (Y),
and because of Theorem 5.1 it is the (unique) pointwise defined, strongly continuous
version of this class: [ P,cp]- = P,p. We remark in passing that Theorem 4.1 implies
that P,cp is infinitely often FrCchet differentiable.
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We define
P,P,cp :=

P,[~&Jl, s, t E[w+.

For s, t > 0 one obtains

(PJ’rv)(x) =

after a straightforward

I

CP(Y
+ xl db.,, * /-Qo)(Y),

convolution.
(For
example,
/-&,a* Ill.0 = /-&+t,o.
(2.30) in [25].) Thus we have

where

.*.

denotes

(RP,cp)(x)=

computation

G(Y + xl

which states the semigroup

It is well-known
this follows directly

dpFLc+r,o(y)

property

=

(and simple to prove) that
from Theorem 4.1, (4.2) and

P,+tcp(x),

of {P,: t E W,}.
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